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Search engine detect and collect information along with search strategy. 
It also supplies search servers and navigation technology to users. The key 
technologies of search engine include the web spider search, the local 
database updating, understanding the user’s request and the web site’s 
information and also. Successful searching should search more speedily, 
return more useful result and supply personal servers. 
Face to the problems search engine exist, the paper learn from the thief 
how to find gold, suggest a new model of search engine in specialty earth. 
The article focuses on two aspects working: one is the design about 
elicitation information to the web spider; the other is user's personal 
service. The article bring forward a concept of route information, it class 
the web sites to two types: one is information point, the other is route 
information, then using a new search knowledge expression by combining the 
route information feature and information quantity information points 
contain. With this and the shortest route arithmetic it can direct the web 
spider working well in search. The article creative using semantic tree as 
a direct tree to produce the user's interesting tree, and bring up a 
ameliorative arithmetic of the user's interesting tree update. At the end 
of this article, we design a search engine model and implement the arithmetic 
above paragraphs. 
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